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This thesis focuses on the self-representation of Elizabeth I. Elizabeth I ruled England 

during tumultuous time – her father Henry VIII separated England from the Catholic church 

and Elizabeth was faced with attempts of invasions and plots. Despite that, the Elizabethan Era 

is remembered as the Golden Age for the flourishing of art. One of the ways Elizabeth managed 

to consolidate power was her self-representation. Elizabeth turned herself into the Virgin Queen 

and created an unparalleled symbol out of herself as a result of clever manipulation of Tudor 

aesthetics and gender expectations. 

This thesis follows the development of Elizabeth’s self-representation. The first chapter 

concentrates on the historical circumstances which formed Elizabeth’s mindset. It discusses 

Elizabeth’s complicated family background, the rule of her half-sister Mary during which 

Elizabeth was faced with treason charges, the ongoing pressure on her to marry, and finally the 

decision to relinquish her private life in favour of her body politics and transform herself into 

the Virgin Queen. The first chapter particularly tries to demonstrate how noteworthy events 

shaped Elizabeth’s rhetorical strategies and self-representation techniques. The second chapter 

traces Elizabeth’s representation via her portraits. Opening with the portrait of the young 

Princess Elizabeth, the chapter demonstrates that becoming the Virgin Queen was not 

something that Elizabeth always intended but rather an outcome of a particular set of challenges 

that Elizabeth confronted. During the early days of her reign, Elizabeth was portrayed as a 

strong monarch but still a human being. Since 1580s, Elizabeth’s portraits are full of symbolism 

and depict the Virgin Queen as the omnipotent gloriana who substituted the Virgin Mary in the 

new Church of England. The thesis analyses various emblems in her famous Armada Portrait. 

The last chapter analyses Elizabeth’s own writings and explores examples of Elizabeth’s self-

representation in them. First, it analyses Elizabeth’s speech in Tilbury which is a key text for 

Elizabeth’s gender representation. Elizabeth presents herself as both a king and a queen in front 



of her troops. Such double gender personification enabled Elizabeth to turn the disadvantage of 

her gender to her advantage. She embodied a strong English king as well as a protecting mother, 

or Virgin Mary, of the nation. Using such rhetorical strategies, Elizabeth managed to galvanise 

her troops which later defeated the Spanish Armada. Subsequently, the thesis concentrates on 

Elizabeth’s correspondence. Elizabeth’s self-representation in her letters varied depending on 

the addressee and the purpose of the letter. This thesis compares these different manifestations 

of Elizabeth’s self-representation and seeks to interpret them. Finally, the thesis explores 

Elizabeth’s poetry. Elizabeth produced poetry for her subjects to read but also she composed 

some meditative, private poems. Elizabeth’s self-representation can be found also in her poetry 

and its expression is compared to her more public performances and writings.  

 The thesis aims to demonstrate that Elizabeth’s self-representation was a key element 

to her success as a female monarch and it explains how Elizabeth achieved it. It establishes that 

Elizabeth’s self-representation was created as a mixture of two main factors: Tudor aesthetics 

and defying the contemporary gender expectations. 

 


